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Programme 

• FFT Sessions are 

our core training 

meetings which all 

staff attend. 

• There are four 

sessions during the 

course of the year. 

• As well as these 

sessions, and the 

Inset days, staff 

select additional 

training relevant 

to them. 

• Each member of 

staff receives a 

CPD guide 

detailing possible 

training routes 

appropriate to 

their individual 

needs. 
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Wellbeing and CPD 

Welcome to the second edition of the staff 

magazine for 2021/22. 

We hope you’ll find the articles useful, bite-sized 

snippets of good advice and insight, be it focused on 

CPD or on staff wellbeing.  



In teacher training, we are 

bombarded from the offset with 

pedagogy whilst trying to grapple 

everything else to do with teaching 

(behaviour management, 

understanding abbreviations/

acronyms just to name a few). 

These pedagogies evolve and 

renew all the time but quite often 

go unnoticed whilst we plan, mark, 

target, meet and do all the things 

we need to as teachers. One of 

these older initiatives (you may or 

may not have heard about) that is 

getting a lot of new attention, is 

‘spaced repetition’.   

What’s the theory:  

It’s been around since 1885 and 

quite simply focuses on revisiting 

information in order to prevent the 

“decay of learning” or “the 

forgetting curve”. Using flashcards 

or quizzing, you introduce new 

information whilst still circling back 

to those key bits of information 

they already know to reinforce 

that information. This is similar to 

‘interleaving’ another popular 

pedagogy for helping retain 

information.  

How can we use it:  

In class, it is best used through 

(you’ve guessed it) questioning. 

When introducing new topics or 

extending topics, instead of you 

providing the backstory or 

narrative of how you’ve gotten 

here use the students and ask 

them. This quizzing of things they 

already know alongside new 

information means that both 

pieces are more likely to be 

remembered.  

Quizzes: either through kahoot, 

show my homework, Microsoft 

forms or your everyday in class 

ones. Make sure you don’t just 

cover the new information and 

remember to throw in a few 

questions recapping or revising 

past knowledge.  

Flashcards: these aren’t just a 

revision or at home thing. Bring 

them into your lessons. This is 

especially effective with bottom 

sets or lower ability students who 

will gain confidence knowing the 

information is easily accessible if 

they need it. You can have 

students make the flash cards in 

lessons with questions to direct 

them to put the right information 

down.  

Technologies: from revis ion 

websites such as quizlet or memrise 

have premade these for you. Or, if 

you are interested in building your 

own base of questions through 

applications such as brainscape 

and supermemo. 
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In the News 

One of these older initiatives that is getting a lot of new attention 

to it’s ‘spaced repetition’.   

Pedagogy in Action: Spaced Repetition 

Article by Abi Wright • Children who have 

been coerced and 

threatened into              

carrying or dealing 

drugs by county lines 

gangs must not be 

criminalised   under 

new government 

plans, campaigners 

have warned. The           

10-year Drugs               

Strategy (Home            

Office, 2021), which 

was unveiled on 

Monday (December 

6), has allocated 

£300m to “dismantle” 

more than 2,000 

county lines                  

operations. 

• Ofsted has shared 

some emerging           

approaches and 

strategies to boost 

pupil engagement 

and motivation            

during remote               

education, after 

identifying this as one 

of the key barriers to 

learning during the 

Covid-19 pandemic.  

• Remote access             

systems, phishing and 

unpatched or                 

unsecure devices are 

among the common 

routes  being used by              

ransomware               

attackers to target 

schools. The                 

National Cyber            

Security Centre 

(NCSC) has issued a 

warning to school 

leaders and IT            

managers after a rise 

in attacks on                     

education institutions. 

• Schools must keep 

branded uniform 

items “to a                        

minimum”, limiting 

their use to “low-cost 

or long-lasting items”, 

new statutory                

guidance states.  
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The Importance of the Pastoral System in a School 

Article by Alex Britton 

The pastoral system is an integral part of the 

school and is one that I have been a part of 

since I transitioned to the role of ‘Head of 

House’. The role is certainly demanding, but 

one that gives me great pride and purpose 

to support our students daily, both in terms of 

their personal development and academic 

progress. 

The pastoral system ensures that we as a 

school are looking after the physical and 

emotional welfare of each student; it is the 

foundation upon which learning can take 

place. We firmly believe that the pastoral 

system has many elements, including: 

• enhancing the learning experience of 

our students; 

• supporting teaching and learning; 

• promoting the FRIARY ethic;  

• preparing students for the next steps of 

their lives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another important aspect that the pastoral 

system should help to develop is the positive 

and respectful relationship between student 

and teacher. Our students are always 

welcomed and treated as individuals. In 

addition, the relationship between staff and 

parents is just as important as the staff-student 

relationship. One of the greatest pieces of 

advice that I’ve ever been given is to make a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘positive’ phone call before I leave on a 

Friday. The response that parents show is 

often magical. Not only does it make my 

week, but it gives the parent/student and 

enormous sense of pride that really does give 

them the confidence to succeed. Why don’t 

you give it a try? 

Even though we as a school have staff 

designated to the pastoral support (student 

support, heads of house and counsellors to 

name a few) it remains everyone’s 

responsibility to show the high standards of 

pastoral care in every aspect of school life, 

from the curriculum we deliver, the learning 

environment we create to the school’s ethos. 

What can you do to help it improve? 

 

 



Mental illness is much less of a 

taboo than it once was. Amongst 

other measures, The Friary now 

has a support team for staff, and 

students’ mental health is a far 

greater priority than I have ever 

known. In that spirit, I wanted to 

offer a little insight into my 

experience as a teacher and a 

depressive. 

I’ve had what was formerly known 

as endogenous depression all my 

life, a combination of genetics 

and upbringing. Teaching has not 

made me ill, but being a teacher 

and a depressive has been 

incredibly difficult. As a teenager, 

I made two serious attempts to 

end my life, and as an adult have 

suffered five horrendous episodes 

of clinical depression, usually 

lasting several months and once 

requiring lengthy hospitalisation. 

My family has endured their own 

very tough journey in my 

company. 

My form of depression is 

characterised by uncontained 

guilt and self-loathing, and it’s in 

the nature of our profession to 

have ample opportunity to feel 

guilty and inadequate! Teaching 

is an open-ended job: everything 

can be done better, and I’ve 

known so many colleagues who 

beat themselves up because they 

don’t have the time, energy or 

resources with which to achieve 

unreachable standards. 

Whilst ill with depression, I would 

agonise over assessing students’ 

work, str iv ing to capture 

something essential about the 

student or find exactly the way 

forward that was right for that 

particular child. My lesson 

preparation was painfully slow as I 

searched for  inspi rat ional 

resources and sparkling methods 

of delivery. Guilt both drove me 

and paralysed me. For years I 

averaged less than four hours 

sleep a night, and for months at a 

stretch managed only two. I love 

being in the classroom, but 

depression and teaching don’t 

mix well. 

What can be done? A lot! I’ve 

only ever been a classroom 

teacher, so my illness hasn’t 

affected broader responsibilities, 

but even in my limited role I’ve 

discovered some useful strategies, 

(although mental illness is highly 

individual and what works for me 

might be useless for others).  

Wherever I have worked, I have 

found empathic, encouraging 

a n d  g e n e r a l l y  a w e s o me 

colleagues, (teachers, cleaners, 

site managers), who have been 

truly supportive. I’ve had many 

days in which my unbidden 

thoughts were overwhelmingly of 

suicide, and a chat with a ‘safe’ 

colleague has made a critical 

difference. 
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If you have concerns 

about a student, 

complete a child 

protection referral 

form (White Form) 

and hand it to the 

DSL or Deputy DSL. It 

is vital that you hand 

it to the DSL in 

person! 

 

All White Form 

completions are 

acted upon by the 

DSL alongside the 

wider safeguarding 

team in school. Each 

case is kept ‘live’ by 

the team until we 

can confirm, working 

with external 

agencies, that the 

young person is safe. 

Each case is 

discussed formally by 

the safeguarding 

team every Tuesday 

after school (subject 

to confidentiality 

restrictions) so that 

we all agree the 

course of action is 

being followed at all 

times. 

Safeguarding: 

First Steps in 

all Cases 

My Journey 

An article by Martin Trivasse 



Meanwhile, for many years I worked with a 

superb psychotherapist who practises 

Personal Construct Psychotherapy and 

helped me to understand the origins and 

nature of my depression, enabling me to 

rewrite the lethal ‘core constructs’ that had 

dominated my thinking since very early 

childhood. 

There were no shortcuts – it was a long and 

painful process that required huge skill from 

my therapist and ferociously hard work from 

me. Our strategies included a psychological 

journal, (around two million words now), 

confiding in someone trustworthy, being 

creative, (poetry, stories, drama, 

photography), spending time alone in the 

natural world and ‘seeking darkness’. We 

discovered that an effective, (and counter-

intuitive), strategy for me is akin to the 

Buddhist concept of diving straight into the 

wave, not swimming away from it. I read 

books and watched films and plays that 

dealt with the darker sides of human nature, 

because a powerful meditation or story 

about the darkness inside us helped me to 

understand my own darkness. 

Another strategy was to turn my experience 

of depression into something helpful to 

others. One of the best decisions I ever 

made was to become a volunteer with 

Samaritans for eight years. As volunteers 

taking phone calls from deeply distressed 

people, we were strictly forbidden to talk 

about ourselves but my understanding of 

mental illness was a real asset in supporting 

callers and finding options for them. 

Finding a smart GP has also proved to be 

very important. So far, I’ve been prescribed 

eleven different anti-depressants, only one 

of which was beneficial. (Again, medication 

is highly individual). When I was having to 

take ever-higher doses, an excellent GP 

realised that I had become too accustomed 

to that drug, so he switched me to a very 

similar drug because that was enough to 

persuade my brain that I was beginning a 

new medication, (like a reset button), 

without significantly changing anything. 

Roughly three years ago I had something of 

a breakthrough, and since then have been 

largely free from depression. This is so 

unprecedented for me that I still feel 

ridiculously excited, though few people 

would have noticed any difference. Except 

when I was too ill to work, I was able to 

conceal my depression, (I think!), which 

makes me wonder how many colleagues 

are hiding the kind of terror that I hid each 

day for almost fifty years. 

Depression is crippling, calamitous and 

common. It’s invisible, and poisons every 

aspect of your life. It’s usually incurable, but 

it can be managed and minimised. I count 

myself very lucky to be both alive and 

relatively healthy, and I’m proud of that 

because I’ve worked hard for it. I’m 

struggling a bit now, but I know what to do 

and I’m working in a school that wants me to 

be well. My message to anyone in a similar 

position is … you’re not alone, there is 

support and you can be well! 

My Journey 

An article by Martin Trivasse 
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Page 6 A Guide to Being a Successful ECT Mentor  

Article by Emily Nelson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working with the new Early Career Framework 

Programme hasn’t been without its 

challenges, however the role of a mentor to 

an early career teacher is of increasing 

importance amongst issues with teacher 

retention and increasing pressures on the 

education system. Being a successful ECT 

mentor involves juggling this balance 

between acknowledging, and supporting 

with overcoming the challenges of the 

profession, whilst also celebrating the most 

rewarding and wonderful aspects of teaching 

and our subjects. 

I’m confident most of us can think back to our 

NQT/ECT years and recall workload being our 

greatest challenge. Supporting new teachers 

with this through departmental planning, well 

planned Assessment Timelines and marking 

‘hacks’ such as mail merge forms can help 

make this as manageable as possible. 

Promoting a healthy work-life balance is vital 

for thriving in the job and supporting with 

prioritising tasks.  

Love of the subject should not be lost 

amongst the paperwork and ECF 

requirements. Take time to discuss schemes of 

work, how to present ideas, interesting activity 

ideas and to promote and share wider 

reading and watching. Students appreciate 

enthusiasm and we are all conscious of how 

much better we are at teaching topics we 

are more passionate about.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, and arguably most importantly, ensure 

ECTs feel valued and like you want them in 

your department. This is easy to forget 

amongst our own stresses but feeling 

appreciated goes a long way to building 

resilience and confidence. Targeted 

feedback which has clear and achievable 

actions discussed together in meetings will 

help ECTs to see progress in their own 

teaching and feel satisfaction in making these 

improvements. Ensure progress i s 

acknowledged and celebrated together.  

Research conducted about teacher retention 

cited that improved support systems within 

schools would have significantly reduced the 

likelihood of losing teachers. The EC                   

Framework is now two years long and is                  

designed to support with professional                       

development and improve the support time 

provided within schools. However, the content 

associated with this is vast. We have found 

that being selective with what we cover from 

the suggested content dependent on specific 

needs and targets to be a good use of the  

resources. We then spend the rest of our    

meeting time on subject and departmental 

specific support which has proven to be               

successful for our ECT feeling confident in 

tackling new marking schemes, subject              

content and implementing pedagogical                 

theory.  



During my first four, far from ordinary, terms at 

The Friary, I feel as though I have been able 

to dive head first into the world of teaching. I 

have experienced far more than I was ever 

able to imagine and am able to reflect on all 

of the challenges that have been thrown my 

way. From teaching A-Level History to running 

afterschool interventions, I believe my 

involvement within the History department is 

hugely valued. Each and every day is never 

the same, something I love about this job, 

and I feel like I am constantly striving to better 

myself and learn more.  

My confidence has grown hugely since my 

first year of teaching, and the experience I 

gained as an NQT is truly invaluable. The 

support from my department is paramount to 

my progression am grateful for their guidance 

throughout my entrance into teaching.  

Whether teaching Year 7 about the Norman 

Conquest or delving into the leadership of 

Hitler at GCSE, the pupils always surprise me 

with their own knowledge, their engagement 

and their desire to question me even further 

and learn more. Their interest and passion for 

History and what it has to other is inspiring.  

 

Having always wanting to teach in some 

form, I never truly comprehended the 

dedication required and the impact my 

presence could actually have. I now 

understand the impact of my role at The 

Friary and am excited to progress in this          

ever-changing environment.  
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My First Four Terms at the Friary 

Article by Shelagh Golder 



Have you had a real 

‘lightbulb’ moment in 

the classroom? 

 

Do you have a hobby 

or interest which helps 

you maintain a positive 

work/life balance? 

 

Send your article to: 

ccain@friary.greywood

mst.co.uk 

We need your 

articles! 

Training: the road ahead 

6th January—Next Steps: Getting to Grips with 

SISRA 

10th January—FFT6: Staff Wellbeing 

24th January—Twilight CPD: Careers Provision 

31st January —Twilight CPD: Ambitious Lessons at 

KS3 

3rd January—Next Steps: Teaching and Learning 

Revisited 

10th February—Next Steps: Stretching the Most 

Able 

15th February—Next Steps: Encouraging High 

Quality Responses to Feedback 

D i s t a n c e d  L e a r n i n g 

Opportunities 

Working remotely has its challenges 

but opportunities too. So why not look 

into the options and try something 

that adds to your professional skills 

and knowledge, or explores a 

personal interest? 

We've put together a suggested 

menu of 78 online courses covering 

the following areas: 

•  Mental Health and Wellbeing 

•  SEND / EAL 

•  IT Skills 

•  Medical, Physical Health & Sport 

•  Music 

•  Art and Humanities 

•  English and Literacy 

•  Safeguarding and Pastoral Care 

•  Teaching and Learning  

•  Science 

•  Maths 

•  MFL 

•  Leadership  

Most courses range from 45 minutes 

to 20 hours total learning time (a small 

number require longer).  

All courses are free to the user, and 

for most you receive a qualification or 

certificate.  

There is further information available 

when you click on the links in the 

menu, sometimes including sample 

resources, to decide which course is 

for you. 

This menu of online courses has been 

circulated previously, but if you 

missed it or want it re-sent, e-mail 

ccain@friary.greywoodmst.co.uk 

If you do end up taking a course, we 

would love to hear your feedback. 

Your experience will be useful in 

recommending courses in colleagues 

in the future. 


